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Abstract— We present a novel systematic design frame-
work for general under-actuated tendon-driven (UATD) robotic
systems to exhibit desired behaviors both during the free
motion and the contact task. For this, we propose stiffness
decomposition, which enables us to completely decompose the
configuration space of the UATD robotic systems into the
actuated space (with full actuation via active tendons) and
the un-actuated space (with no actuation, only with passive
compliance and contact wrench). The behavior in the actuated
space is then fully-controllable, thus, the attainment of the
desired behaviors, particularly those during the contact task,
hinges upon that in the un-actuated space. For this, relying on
the stiffness decomposition, we optimize the design parameters
(e.g., tendon routing, pulley radius, passive compliance, etc.) to
ensure the deformation in the un-actuated space as directional
(e.g., for adaptive grasping) and minimized (e.g., pushing
with posture maintained) for different contact wrench sets as
possible, while also rendering the free motion to be as compliant
and backdrivable as possible. The presented framework is then
applied to design a UATD robotic finger and experimentally
verified with the robot able to mimic the behavior of human
index finger both during the free motion and pinch-pushing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under-actuated tendon-driven (UATD) robotic systems
possess numerous advantages as compared to other types of
robots: 1) light weight and small form-factor of the moving
parts with the (typically heavy/bulky) actuators possible to
be located far from these moving parts; 2) ability to manip-
ulate unknown objects with various shapes and properties
adaptively by exploiting physical passive compliance of the
system; 3) cost-effective realization of large-DOF (degree-
of-freedom) robotic systems, with the required number of
actuators less than that of the system DOF; and 4) inherent
safety against their operating environment (e.g., surgery) or
coexisting objects/humans due to the light weight, physical
compliance and small form-factor as stated above. Due to
these advantages and consequent promises, many strong
results and systems have been proposed for these UATD
robotic systems and their closely-related systems [1]–[12].

The problem of how to analyze/generate desired free
motion of the UATD robotic systems (with actuation) is now
well-understood, as this actuated free motion is given by a
Jacobian-like linear equation from the actuation input to the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the stiffness decomposition of the UATD robotic
system in Sec. V, where the configuration q ∈ Q of the 3-DOF robot can be
decomposed into the two-dimensional actuated space (i.e., Va1, Va2 ∈ Qa)
and one-dimensional un-actuated space (i.e., Na ∈ Qu), with their stiffness
also completely decomposed (i.e., Ka,Ku).

motion of the UATD systems (e.g., [4], [6], [8]). The problem
of how to attain desired contact behavior from the UATD
systems (with external wrench), however, is much more
difficult, since: 1) the UATD systems are under-actuated,
thus, we cannot simply achieve the desired behavior by
actuation while fully eliminating the external wrench; and 2)
the resultant behavior itself is also difficult to predict/analyze,
as it is the outcome of the actuation, external wrench, tendon
routings and passive compliance all lumped together.

This contact problem of an UATD robotic system was
analyzed in [3], [12], yet, only along the “actuated” direction
while leaving the “un-actuated” behavior (i.e., motion space
with no actuation) not considered. Grasping stability of
the UATD robotic systems was analyzed in [5], [10] with
the design optimization also done therein. Yet, these works
of [5], [10] only focused on the grasping behavior with
both the actuated and un-actuated motions combined, thus,
some desirable properties of the free motion (e.g., compli-
ance/backdrivability) may be compromised by this grasping-
focused optimization. It would then be useful, practically
and conceptually, if we can analyze and design the UATD
systems in these actuated space (for free motion) and un-
actuated space (for contact task) separately and individually.

For this, in this paper, we propose a new notion of stiffness
decomposition, which enables us to split the configuration
space of the UATD robotic systems into the actuated space
(i.e., with full actuation via active tendons) and the un-
actuated space (i.e., with no actuation effect, deformed
under contact wrench and stiffness) with their stiffness also
completely decoupled from each other. By that, we can
analyze/design the free motion and the contact behavior of
the UATD robotic systems separately and individually in
their respective spaces. See Fig. 1.

Using this stiffness decomposition, we also propose a
novel systematic design framework for general UATD robotic



Fig. 2. Schematic of UATD robotic finger optimally designed in Sec.IV:
active tendons directly connected to motors; passive tendons connected to
passive compliant elements (i.e., linear spring); and joint torsional springs.

systems, which can be roughly summarized as follow. First,
starting from the given “skeleton” of the robot (i.e., links
and their joints) and the desired free motion, we perform
the PCA (principle component analysis) to identify the
actuated and un-actuated spaces and the necessary number
of the active tendons. We then optimize the system stiffness
direction to ensure the deformation in the un-actuated space
as directional and minimized for different external wrench
sets as possible to attain such target contact behaviors as
adaptive grasping and pushing with the posture maintained,
respectively. Finally, we optimize all the design parameters
(e.g., tendon routings, pulley radius, passive compliance,
etc.) to render the free motion of the UATD robot as
backdrivable/compliant as possible, while respecting the
above-obtained structures of the decomposed spaces and the
stiffness direction, the positive tension constraint (to avoid
tendon slack) and other design-related considerations (e.g.,
size/actuation limits). This proposed design framework is
then applied to the design of an UATD robotic finger and
verified with simulation and experiment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Modeling
of general UATD robotic systems and design objective are
presented in Sec. II. The stiffness decomposition is derived
in Sec. III and the design optimization procedure based
on that in Sec. IV. The theory is then applied to design
an UATD robotic system in Sec. V along with simulation
and experimental validation, followed by some concluding
remarks in Sec. VI.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Modeling of UATD Robotic System

We consider the UATD robotic system with: 1) active
tendons, that are directly connected to some motor actuators;
2) passive tendons, that can be attached to some passive
compliant elements (e.g., springs); and 3) torsional springs
attached at its joints. The tendons are routed throughout the
finger via pulleys. See Fig. 2. We assume that, with some
proper pre-tension, there is no slack or slip occurs between
the tendons and their pulleys throughout the routing. We can
then obtain the following tendon kinematic equations:

la − lao +Rθa(θa − θao) = Jθa(q − qo)
lp − lpo − (θp − θpo) = Jθp(q − qo)

where q ∈ Q ≈ <n is the finger configuration with qo ∈
<n being its neutral configuration, la ∈ <na , lp ∈ <np
are the lengths of the na-active and np-passive tendons

from their reference lengths lao ∈ <na and lpo ∈ <np ,
θa ∈ <na is the actuator motor angle from its reference
θao ∈ <na with Rθa = diag[rθa1 , rθa2 , ...rθna ] ∈ <na×na
being their actuation pulley radii, θp ∈ <np is the equivalent
deformation of the passive compliant elements apparent to
each passive tendon from its reference θpo ∈ <np , and
Jθa ∈ <np×n, Jθp ∈ <np×n are the active and passive tendon
Jacobians, capturing the pulley radii and routing of each
tendon. We assume the ranks of Jθa , Jθp be maximal. We
also assume na < n, i.e., the robotic finger is under-actuated
and also allow n 6= na + np.

Following [6], we assume both the active and passive
tendons be stiff, i.e., (la − lao , lp − lpo) = 0. Then, for the
active tendon, we have

Jθa(q − qo) = Rθa(θa − θao) (1)

and, with the assumption that the tendon force transmission
loss through the pulleys is negligible, we also have

fθa = R−1θa τa

where fa ∈ <na is the force of the active tendon, and τa ∈
<na is the actuator torque input. Similarly, for the passive
tendon, we have

θp − θpo = −Jθp(q − qo)

and, further, if we denote the effective stiffness of the passive
compliant elements by Kθp ∈ <np×np , we can compute the
passive tendon force s.t.,

fθp = Kθp(θp − θpo) = −KθpJθp(q − qo)

Then, the joint torque τ ∈ <n produced by these active
and passive tendons for the robotic finger can be written by:

τ =
[
JTθa JTθp

](fθa
fθp

)
= JTa τa −Kp(q − q0) (2)

where Ja := R−1θa Jθa ∈ <
na×n and Kp := JTθpKθpJθp ∈

<n×n. Here, for simplicity, we set (θao , θpo) = 0. Denot-
ing the stiffness of the joint torsional springs by Kq =
diag[kq,1, kq,2, ..., kq,n] ∈ <n×n, kq,i ≥ 0. , we can write
the quasi-static equation of the UATD robotic system s.t.,

q = qo +K−1
[
JTa τa + τc + τµ

]
(3)

where K := Kq + Kp ∈ <n×n is the total stiffness, τc :=∑
j∈{C} σjG

T
j (q)Fj ∈ <n is the collective contact wrench,

with {C} being the “contact set”, containing possible external
wrench Fj ∈ se(3) acting on a part of the robotic finger
and its contact Jacobian Gj(q) ∈ <n×6 with the selection
gain σj = {0, 1}, and τµ ∈ <n is the effect of unmodeled
wrenches (e.g., friction). This quasi-static equation (3) is
adequate here, since the moving inertia of the UATD robotic
systems is typically small and also the operations considered
in this paper not so fast. Similar to [6], in this paper, we will
design the total stiffness K in (3) to be positive definite, i.e.,
even with no actuation, the configuration of the UATD robot
is not undetermined. Note that Ja,K in (3) are all constant
matrices, which greatly simplifies our derivation of stiffness
decomposition (Sec. III) and design procedure (Sec. IV). We



will not incorporate τµ in our analysis and design procedure
(i.e., τµ = 0) and rather consider it as disturbance - see Sec.
V for the robustness of our result against this τµ.

We also define the following two mappings inspired
from differential geometry [13]: 〈W,Q〉 := WTQ with
W ∈ <n×n1 , Q ∈ <n×n2 respectively associated to the
generalized force subspace and configuration subspace (sim-
ilar to the power-conjugate mapping); and, given K � 0,
〈〈Q1, Q2〉〉K := QT1KQ2 with Q1 ∈ <n×n1 , Q2 ∈ <n×n2

both associated to the configuration subspaces (similar to the
inner product of tangent space).

B. Design Objective

Our goal here is to design the active and passive ten-
don routings, their pulley radii and also the properties and
arrangements of passive compliant elements of a general
UATD robotic system so that: 1) it can mimic desired free
motion as backdrivable/compliant as possible, and, at the
same time, 2) it can also exhibit such desired contact behav-
iors as the (directional) adaptive grasping (i.e., deformation
allowed along the direction of embracing an object) for one
set of external control wrench and the posture maintaining
while pushing (e.g., finger-tip pushing without buckling)
for another set of the control wrench, even if it is under-
actuated. More precisely, given the “skeleton” of the robotic
system (i.e., number/length of rigid links, and their joint-
type given), for (3), we design Ja (i.e., active tendon routing
and pulley radii), Jθp (i.e., passive tendon routing and pulley
radii), Kθp (i.e., passive tendon linear springs), Kq (i.e., joint
torsional springs), and qo (i.e., neutral configuration), so that
the UATD robotic system can exhibit the desired compliant
free motion while suitably reacting to the external contact
wrench during the contact operations as stated above.

III. STIFFNESS DECOMPOSITION

Consider the quasi-static equation of the UATD robotic
system (3). There, we can see that any motion in
span[K−1JTa ] can be generated by the active tendon ac-
tuation τa ∈ <na . Note that this motor torque is first
propagated through JTa (i.e., Jacobian relation), then, con-
verted to the configuration through K−1. In other words,
this span[K−1JTa ] specifies the na-dimensional free motion
space, in which any motion can be generated by τa (with
τc = 0 as stated after (3)). On the other hand, there would
exist the (n − na)-dimensional “un-actuated space”, which
cannot be controlled by τa, yet, would still under the effect
of the contact wrench τc. Since the free motion is fully-
controllable, the attainment of the desired contact behaviors
would then hinge upon the behavior in this un-actuated space.

For this, we propose stiffness decomposition, which allows
us to split the UATD robotic system behavior into the
actuated space Qa and the un-actuated space Qu. More
precisely, inspired from [14], [15], we split the configuration
space Q of the UATD robotic system q of (3) into the
na-dimensional “actuated” space Qa ≈ <na and the nu-
dimensional “un-actuated” space Qu ≈ <nu by utilizing the
K-metric with n = na + nu, i.e.,

Q = Qa ⊕K Qu

`

Fig. 3. Geometry of Va ≈ K−1JT
a , Na and Wu ≈ KNa, where

〈Wu, Va〉 = 0 and 〈〈Va, Na〉〉K = 0, i.e., orthogonal w.r.t. the Euclidean
metric and stiffness K-metric, respectively.

which can be written by

q − q0 =
[
K−1JTa Na

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S′∈<n×n

(
ξa
ξu

)
(4)

where Na ∈ <n×(n−na) is defined by

〈〈K−1JTa , Na〉〉K = 〈JTa , Na〉 = 0

that is, the orthogonal complement of the actuated space
K−1JTa w.r.t, the stiffness matrix K, which is also the
the null-space of Ja. Here, note that span[Na] specifies
the un-actuated motion space, whereas span[JTa ] the joint
torque produced by the motor actuation τa. See Fig. 3. The
component of q in Qa and Qu are then respectively given
by ξa ∈ <n×na and ξp ∈ <n×(n−na).

Since S′ ∈ <n×n is a constant and invertible matrix, the
coordinate transformation (4) is integrable with ξa, ξu rep-
resenting well-defined configurations, each a linear sum of
the components of q = [q1; q2; ...qn]. Further, by multiplying
both sides of (4) with (1), we can obtain

Ja(q − q0) = JaK
−1JTa ξa = θa

from which we have

ξa = Kaθa

where Ka := (JaK
−1JTa )−1. This then means that ξa ∈ <m

specifies the motion of q generated by the active tendon θa.
This also means that the actuated motion space Qa can be
explicitly parameterized by θa ∈ <na .

We can then rewrite the decomposition (4) s.t.,

q − q0 =
[
K−1JTa ·Ka Na

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S∈<n×n

(
θa
ξu

)
(5)

and, if we equate this transformation (5) to (3) and utilize
the following relation

STKS

(
θa
ξu

)
= ST [JTa τa + τc + τµ]

we can attain the stiffness decomposition s.t.,[
Ka 0
0 Ku

](
θa
ξu

)
=

(
τa +KaJaK

−1[τc + τµ]
NT
a [τc + τµ]

)
(6)

where Ka := (JaK
−1JTa )−1 and Ku := NT

a KNa are the
stiffness K projected into the actuated space Qa and the un-
actuated space Qu, respectively. Here, the first and second
equations of (6) represents the motion of the UATD system in
the actuated space and in the un-actuated space, respectively.



We can in fact extract these actuated/un-actuated configura-
tions as follows: combining (5) and (6), we have:

∆qa = K−1JTa [τa +KaJaK
−1[τc + τµ]] ≈ Qa (7)

∆qu = NaK
−1
u NT

a [τc + τµ] ≈ Qu (8)

with q = qo + ∆qa + ∆qu.
With this stiffness decomposition (6), we can then split the

design problem of UATD robotic system into the following
three subproblems: 1) design of the dimension and the space
of Qa ≈ span[K−1JTa ] =: span[Va] so that the UATD
robotic system can produce the free motion (with τc = 0)
only by τa with the identification of its annihilating joint
torque space Wu s.t., 〈Wu, Va〉 = 0 (Sec. IV-A); 2) design
of the direction of the system stiffness K projected in the
un-actuated space Qu to ensure the deformation in Qu to be
as directional and minimized as possible for their respective
contact wrench sets to attain such desired contact behaviors
as adaptive grasping and pushing with posture-maintaining
(Sec. IV-B); and 3) finalize all the design parameters (i.e.,
Ja, Jθp , Kp, Kq , qo) to produce the free motion in Qa in an
optimal way (i.e., minimizing τa) while respecting the above-
obtained geometric structures of Qa,Qu,K the positive-
tension and other design-related constraints (Sec. IV-C).

IV. DESIGN PROCEDURE

A. Principal Component Analysis
Suppose that we are given the “skeleton” of the UATD

robotic system, with its DOF (degree-of-freedom), the shape
of its rigid links, and the joint arrangements among them
already specified. We want this UATD robotic system to
produce the desired free motion only with the actuation τa.
For this, we also suppose that this desired behavior has
been “projected” into the UATD robotic system with the
following data sets given: Yfree := {q(t1), q(t2), ..., q(tN1

)}
for the free motion behavior with q(tj) ∈ <n being the
sample of the configuration q(t) at tj ; and Ycontact :=
{(q1, τc,1), (q2, τc,2), ...(qN2

, τc,N2
)} for the contact opera-

tion, where τc,j =
∑
k∈Ck σkG

T
k (qj)Fk is the contact torque

at each contact configuration qk ∈ <n. These data sets
Yfree, Ycontact can be obtained through experiments (e.g., see
Sec. V)) or by simulation of virtual “target” systems, that
we want our UATD robotic system to mimic.

Given the free motion set Yfree, the fundamental question
to answer is then how many active tendons and actuators
are necessary to produce that. For this, we perform the PCA
(principle component analysis) [16] for the free motion data
set Yfree on the joint configuration q, from which we obtain:

V =
[
Va Wu

]
∈ <n×n (9)

where Va ∈ <n×na defines the space containing the desired
free motion as specified by Yfree, whereas Wu ∈ <n×nu is
surface normal with 〈Wu, Va〉 = 0, with n = na +nu. Now,
recall from (3) (or from (7)-(8)) that the free motion of the
UATD robotic system (with τc = 0 and τµ neglected) is
produced by K−1JTa τa. This then suggests that, to produce
this desired free motion, the UATD robotic system should
be designed s.t.,

span[K−1JTa ] = span[Va]

from which we can determine the number of active tendons
and actuations (i.e., na = rank[Vu]) and also the actuated
configuration space (i.e., Qa ≈ span[K−1JTa ] = span[Va]).

Note also from (4) and (9) that

〈JTa , Na〉 = 〈Wu,K
−1JTa 〉 = 0

i.e., JaNa = WT
u K

−1JTa = JaK
−1Wu = 0, where the

same null space of Ja is characterized by Na and K−1Wu,
with rank[Na] = rank[Wu] = n − na = nu and K−1 ∈
<n×n being full rank. This then suggests us to choose

Na := K−1WuA (10)

where K = Kq + JTθpKθpJθp � 0 and A ∈ <nu×nu is
the normalizing matrix s.t., NT

a Na = Inu×nu . This further
implies that span[Na] ≈ Qu, which is orthogonal to the
actuated space Qa ≈ span[K−1JTa ] = span[Va] w.r.t. the
K-metric with 〈〈Va, Na〉〉K = 0, whereas Wu represents
the joint torque space annihilating the actuated space Qa
with 〈Wu, Va〉 = 0. Here, note that Va,Wu are known,
yet, Na,K,A are to be determined. See also Fig. 3 for the
geometry of these entities.

B. Stiffness Optimization in Un-Actuated Space
To simultaneously attain the contact behavior of the UATD

robotic systems similar to the adaptive grasping for one set of
contact wrench Y gcontact and that to the pushing with posture-
maintaining for the other set of contact wrench Y pcontact, here,
we want to ensure the deformation in the un-actuated space
Qu ≈ span[Na] as directional (i.e., toward the direction of
embracing the object) and also minimized (i.e., to reject the
contact wrench effect on the posture maintaining) as possible.
Since this deformation in Qu lacks any actuation τa (see
(8)), we should rely only on the stiffness Ku = NT

a KNa
projected in Qu to achieve this.

We formulate this design problem of Ku as the following
constrained optimization problem:

max
Na,A

min
i,j

eTi NaK
−1
u NT

a τg,j (11)

subj. to ||NaK−1u NT
a τp,k|| < ε

Ku = NT
a KNa = NT

a WuA � 0

NT
a Na = Inu×nu

αI −ATA � 0

{(qg,j , τg,j) | j = 1, .., ng} ∈ Y gcontact

{(qp,k, τp,k) | k = 1, .., np} ∈ Y pcontact

where Na ∈ <n×nu and A ∈ <nu×nu are the optimization
variable; the objective function (11) is to attain the directional
deformation and compliance in Qu (i.e., allow, and also
maximize, the deformation only along the positive joint
angle direction for Y gcontact to enforce embracing of the
object, with ei ∈ <n being the i-th standard basis vector);
the first constraint to ensure the deformation in Qu less
than a certain threshold ε > 0 to attain the pushing with
posture-maintaining like behavior against Y pcontact; the second
constraint to allow us to write Ku with the known Wu (from
(9)) and the optimization variables Na, A; the third constraint
is the normalized constraint of Na with A as stated after



(10); and the fourth constraint is to bound the magnitude
of K (see (10) with Wu given by (9) and Na normalized
by NT

a Na = Inu×nu ) depending on the hardware and
component specification. Note from the second constraint of
(11) that, once Na, A are obtained, so is Ku ∈ <nu×nu . The
system stiffness K ∈ <n×n is not determined yet, which will
be obtained in Sec. IV-C along with Ja, Jθp ,Kθp ,Kq and qo.

With Na, A and Wu now given from (11) and (9), we have
the following relation for the stiffness matrix K ∈ <n×n:

WuA = KNa (12)

from (10), which defines the (n ·nu) linear equations for the
n(n+1)

2 unknowns of K ∈ <n×n from its being symmetric.
This linear equation assumes a solution if n+1

2 ≥ nu,
although it is in general not possible to fully determine K
from (12). If nu = dim[Qu] = 1, the relation (12) reduces
to n linear equations, which can then be satisfied only by
using joint torsional springs Kq = diag[kq,1, kq,2, ..., kq,n] ∈
<n×n (i.e., n unknowns), with no passive tendons necessary
at all. For some applications, this possibility would be useful
(e.g., implementation simplicity, no issue of pulley friction,
etc.). Of course, using only the joint torsional springs would
render the free motion in Qa not as compliant as for the case
of using both the joint springs and passive tendons. See Sec.
V for a UATD robotic finger constructed in this manner.

C. Optimization of Active Tendon Routing
Now the stiffness in Qu, Ku = NT

a KNa = NT
a WuA has

been identified in Sec. IV-B, yet it does not fully determine
the total stiffness K. Therefore, the joint torsional springs
Kq , and the passive tendon routings Jθp (including pulley
radii) and their springs Kθp in K are still to be determined
while satisfying (12), along with the active tendon routings
(and their pulley radii) Ja and the neutral configuration qo.
To identify all these design parameters, we now solve the
following constrained optimization to render the free motion
generation as easy as possible:

min
(Ja,qo,Kq,Jθp ,Kθp )

na∑
i=1

max
j

[τ ia,j ] (13)

subj. to τa,j = KaJa(qj − qo) ≥ 0, ∀qj ∈ Yfree

K = Kq + JTθpKθpJθp , Ka = (JaK
−1JTa )−1

Wu · (q̄ − qo) = 0, qo ≤ 0

Ja ·Na = 0

rmin ≤ |Jai,j | ≤ rmax or Jai,j = 0

KNa = WuA

Kq = diag[kq,1, kq,2, ..., kq,n]

kqmax ≥ kq,j ≥ k
q
min > 0

rmax ≥ |Jθpi,j | ≥ rmin or Jθpi,j = 0

Kmax � Kθp � Kmin

where the objective function (13) is to minimize the actuation
torque τa,j to generate the free motion set Yfree amid the
system stiffness K; the first constraint to ensure the positive
tension of active tendons to avoid slacks; the second con-
straint is nothing but the re-writing of the structure of K and

Fig. 4. Trajectories of the human index finger (i.e., Yfree) and the UATD
robotic finger during the free motion: note that both trajectories are clustered
around a plane, suggesting dim[Qa] = 2.

Ka (i.e., stiffness in Qa); the third constraint to ensure qo be
compatible with the PCA analysis (9) (i.e., the free motion
set Yfree should be collectively orthogonal to Wu as captured
by q̄) while also to enforce the positive tendon actuation
for the pinching and grasping tasks; the fourth and fifth
constraints to ensure that the obtained active tendon routings
Ja indeed respect the geometric structure of Fig. 3 while
satisfying size constraints of each pulley radius; the sixth
constraint nothing but the rewriting of the constraint (12);
the seventh to the last constraints to enforce the structure of
the joint torsional springs, and the physical limitations of the
pulley radii and the spring stiffness of passive tendons.

V. APPLICATION TO UATD ROBOTIC FINGER DESIGN

A. Design Optimization
Here, we apply our proposed framework to design an

UATD robotic finger to mimic the human index finger be-
havior both during the free motion and the contact tasks (i.e.,
pinch-pushing with posture-maintaining, adaptive grasping).
For this, we only consider the flexion/extension, as the ab-
duction/adduction would likely require additional actuation,
for which our theory can be rather easily extended. We design
the “skeleton” of the UATD system following the (measured)
lengths of a human index finger: lPP = 44.6mm (between
MCP and PIP), lMP = 25.4mm (between PIP and DIP), and
lDP = 20.5mm (between DIP and fingertip). See Fig. 2.

Given this “skeleton”, we then measure the human index
finger motion by using MOCAP (Vicon) and perform the
PCA analysis against the joint angle q = (qMCP, qPIP, qDIP) as
explained in Sec. IV-A. For this, to address the ambiguities
arising from the complexity of human finger anatomy, we
utilize the optimization framework of [17], [18] to attach
coordinate frames on the human finger. The PCA analysis
result is then obtained as follows:

V =
[
Va Wu

]
=

0.1781 0.9839 −0.0150
0.7674 −0.1293 0.6280
0.6159 −0.1234 −0.7781


with the eigenvalue of each column given by D =
diag[887.0367, 232.6682, 7.7405], with the last one sub-
stantially smaller than the other two, suggesting that the
required number of active tendons is two (i.e., dim[Qa] = 2)
with the last column of V representing Wu of Fig. 3. See
from Fig. 4 that the free motion trajectory of the human
index finger (i.e., Yfree) indeed is confined mostly on the
actuated plane with Qa ≈ Va. This reduction on the two-
dimensional Qa is in fact consistent with the well-known
PIP-DIP coupling of the human index finger [19].



TABLE I
JOINT ANGLES AND CONTACT FORCES DURING PINCHING PUSHING

No. Joint Angles (◦)∗ Contact Force (N )∗∗
1 10.70, 46.41, 25.73 5.6229, 0.5006
2 5.50, 17.46, 20.02 6.0186, 0.5093
3 1.31, 32.92, 24.81 6.6124, 0.7607
4 7.87, 55.21, 26.97 5.5702, 1.5177
5 4.64, 45.43, 27.94 6.4579, 1.1187
6 9.59, 51.72, 26.73 7.2287, 1.4127
∗The 1st for MCP(metacarpal phalanx), the 2nd for PIP(proximal
interphalanx), the 3rd for DIP(distal interphalanx).
∗∗The 1st is normal and the 2nd is along to the plane.

We then perform the design optimization of Sec. IV-B
for the un-actuated deformation to mimic the pinch-pushing
and adaptive grasping. For this, we first construct the contact
set Y pcontact for the pinch-pushing as shown in Table I using
the MOCAP and F/T sensor. For the adaptive grasping, due
to the lack of miniaturized sensors, we virtually construct
Y gcontact assuming the grasped object is a circular cylinder
with the contact force generated by linear elastic friction-free
model. Solving the constraint optimization (11), we attain:

Na =
[
−0.0336; 0.5348; −0.8443

]
and further, with Na given, by solving the constrained
optimization (13), we obtain:

K =

0.2853 0 0
0 0.2845 −0.2958
0 −0.2958 0.4024

 [Nmm/deg]

q0 =
[
−19.4092; −0.2449; −4.2111

]o
Ja =

[
0 0.4561 0.2889

0.4535 −0.4021 −0.2727

]
For this, we also choose the physical parameters (e.g., α, ε,
and bounds of radii and stiffness, etc.) in (11) and (13)
from the experimental setup of Sec. V-C below. We also
consider the case of using only the joint torsional springs
with K = Kq = diag[kq,1, ..., kq,n], which assumes always
a solution as stated in Sec. IV-C. By solving the same
constrained optimizations (11) and (13), we then obtain:

Kq = diag
[

0.2853, 0.7516, 0.5898
]

[Nmm/deg]

with q0 same as above.

B. Simulation

We compare the first optimal design in Sec. V-A with an
ad-hoc design via simulation. For this, following [6], the ad-
hoc design is chosen to be Ja = 0.35 · [0, 1, 1; 1, 0, 0],
K = diag([0.5442, 0.5442, 0.5442])[Nmm/deg], and q0 =[
−7; −7; −7

]o
. Here, K is chosen to be the same scale

with that of Kq in Sec. V-A (i.e., same average of diagonal
term with K in Sec. V-A); and each element of qo to be the
average of qo in Sec. V-A as well.

We first generate the desired free motion (i.e., flex-
ion/extension of index finger). For this, we calculate desired
motor angles to produce the desired free motion and apply
a simple proportional-derivative (PD) control to make each
motor angle to track their desired angles. Fig.5 shows the
motor torque when generating this same desired free motion,
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Fig. 5. Motor actuation torque τa to generate the free motion of the
optimally-designed and ad-hoc designed UATD robotic fingers: (top) the
first active-tendon motor control torque; (bottom) the second active-tendon
motor control torque.
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Fig. 6. Configuration deformation of the optimally-designed and ad-hoc
designed UATD robotic fingers from the nominal posture during the pinch-
pushing task: (top) pinch-pushing contact joint torque; and (bottom) norm
of un-actuated space deformation.

where we can see that the motor torque for the ad-hoc design
is as twice large as that of our optimal design.

Then we simulate the situation where we apply external
force to the finger. We assume that the motor torque is
large enough so that the active tendon can be strongly fixed
at desired actuator angle θa. Fig.6 presents the norm of
joint deformation when external torque corresponding to
push pinching force in TableI is exerted on the robot. The
deformation norm of the ad-hoc finger is about twice of that
of the optimal one, although the average spring constant of
the joint springs are same for the two designs. Fig.7 shows
the joint deformation when external torque corresponding to
normal forces to the links during grasping is exerted on the
robot. We can see that the optimal design minimizes the joint
deformation in negative direction as possible, while allowing
deformation in positive direction, which is a desirable behav-
ior for the adaptive grasping. These all indicate the efficacy
of our optimal design, i.e., we can regulate the direction
and magnitude of joint deformation from external force by
adjusting the design parameters of the UATD system.

C. Experiment

We implement this UATD robotic finger design with the
active tendon routing Ja and three joint springs (i.e., the sec-
ond design of Sec. V-A with Kq). We use only joint springs
in real implementation because of the space limit for the



Fig. 7. Configuration deformation of the optimally-designed and ad-hoc
designed UATD robotic fingers from the nominal posture during the adaptive
grasping task: (top) grasping contact joint torque (only first and second links
contact); (middle) finger deviation of the optimal design; and (bottom) finger
deviation of the ad-hoc design.

pulleys and springs. We also adopt two Robotis Dynamixel
MX-64 motors and use their torque ratings to decide stiffness
scaling for results in Sec. V-A. We however approximate Kq

in Sec. V-A to be diag[ 0.1974, 0.7289, 0.7289] [Nmm/deg]
by using commercially available torsional springs (with only
limited values of stiffness available) to match Kq in Sec.
V-A as closely as possible.

We then perform the experiments with this
UATD robotic finger and the results can be seen in
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1kFFeMwis0. We can then
observe that: 1) the free motion of the UATD finger mimics
that of the human index finger as also evidenced by its
trajectory still on the PCA plane of the human free motion
(Fig. 4); 2) it also mimics the human index finger pinch
pushing behavior, i.e., it can maintain the free motion
posture as a whole during the increase of the contact force
without bucking, even if its three joints are controlled only
by the two active tendons; 3) it can also grip objects with
various shapes, exhibiting its capacity of adaptive grasping.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a novel design framework for
UATD robotic systems, which, given the skeleton of the
robot, can systematically identify the active and passive
tendon routings (with the radius of each pulley), and also the
arrangement of the joint springs and the passive compliant
elements connected to the passive tendons. The key to
this framework is our newly-proposed notion of stiffness
decomposition, with which we can decompose the behavior
of the UATD robotic systems into the actuated space (i.e.,
with full actuation via active tendons) and the un-actuated
space (i.e., with no actuation effect, but only with contact
torque and stiffness), thereby, allowing us to design the
system according to the free motion and the contact op-
eration separately. We first perform the PCA of the target
free motion behavior to identify these two spaces with the
necessary number of active tendons as well. We then identify
the stiffness to minimize/directionalize the deformation in

the un-actuated space; and also optimize the active tendon
routing in the actuated space to make the UATD system as
/compliant as possible along the free motion as well. The
presented framework is then applied to the design of a UATD
robotic system and verified with the robot able to mimic the
human index finger behavior both during the free motion and
contact tasks (i.e., pinch-pushing, adaptive grasping).

Some future research directions include: 1) application to
large-dimensional UATD robotic systems (e.g., tentacle); and
2) feedback motion and force control for robust operation.
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